
Egg Banko 
3 hours live-tv and family gaming 

In this particular version of banko, the numbers are not provided by a person who randomly selects a ball 

with a number, but nature itself selects the numbers.  

100 eggs are put in an incubator. Each of the eggs are given a number between 0 – 99. It is very important 

that these eggs are of the exact same age, as this ensures that the eggs will hatch within a very short time. 

Statistically, 30 of these 100 eggs will hatch within three hours – and there you have it. Egg Banko. Every 

time an eggs hatches, the given number of the egg is part of the game. Not only does the program provide 

the magical moments that occur when new life emerge in this world, it is also a perfect setting to explain 

facts about nature and science. 

Different kinds of tickets allowed the viewers to play: they could download banko cards from the site, or 

they could use their own telephone number. 

The program  

Two hosts navigated the evening, and there were plenty of content. In between the egg hatches, there was 

time to interview biologists, zoologists and other experts. One of the subjects that were a part of the 

program was exotic eggs. A crocodile visited the studio, and there were cameras on other incubators. These 

incubators contained all sorts of eggs from reptiles to sharks. 

Interactivity 

This program was a great opportunity for interactivity. Social Media platforms allowed the viewers to ask 

questions participate in debates and make suggestions as the show was running. Bingo-winners were called 

and the hosts congratulated them live. To add to the atmosphere, a band in the studio played numbers that 

celebrated "Egg" as an iconic natural phenomenon. The viewers would make contributions the theme, and 

the band would play the suggested songs that included the word “egg” in more or less creative manner e.g 

“My EGG’y breaky heart” and “WrEGGing Ball”. 

The system of the game 

Several competitions were running at the same time. One was based on telephone numbers, one was 

based on the tickets and a third was a simple contest of betting which of the exotic eggs that hatched first. 

Telephone game: If the digits 00-99 in your cell phone number were chosen, you should report "egg bingo" 

via SMS (text message). The contestants were called back got put through the phone in the studio for a 

chat. We also played digit 28 54 12 34 or the last two digits 28 54 12 34 of the mobile phone number, In 

this game the prizes were, however smaller. 

Banko Cards: One option is to let viewers download banko cards in the days leading up to the program. This 

is banko as you know it. It is worth mentioning, that this option requires a web application.  



Prizes can be egg-related designs such as a kitchen egg timer, a designer lamp in the egg shape or a WiFi 

loud speaker in egg form. The main prize could be the Danish designer Arne Jacobsen's world famous chair 

"The Egg". 

The study can be designed in tight designer furniture with egg shapes and yellow egg colors. Or made more 

country-style with hay bales and domesticated fowl. 

The program can be sent as an Easter-celebration or at any time of the year as an Egg-celebration is one of 

the most iconic symbols of evolution. It can also be sent as morning or noon television during a holyday like 

in the Easter. 

The professionals 

As animal welfare is an important issue, it is very important that the chicks are handled with care. A 

professional egg supplier should be in charge of the delivery of the eggs, as well as the supervision of the 

hatching. He/she will not only monitor the incubator but will be able to watch the chicks and answer 

questions during the show. Furthermore, it should be made clear that the chicks will go to a nice farm after 

the show. 

The professionals should be a big part of the show, because as familiar as the egg seems, there is so much 

more to it once the surface is hatched. 

Web event 

The show can be combined with a 3-4 week online web-stream event in collaboration with various zoos. 6 

places be there 24 hours webcam over 6 different exotic eggs waiting to hatch. We used these: 

• Alligator 

• Python 

• Turtle 

• Shark 

• Auger 

• Poison 

 

Under the title DR3-egg - who hatch first? "Followed interested web users daily in which one of the eggs 

that hatched first. Surprisingly, time showed that the shark egg was the first to hatch. This is yet another 

opportunity for the experts to explain the differences of the species, and how the eggs hatches differently.  

All in all this is a show that provides a great amount of fun and knowledge. The interaction between the 

viewers and the hosts makes the experience even more live-like for the audience, the different features 

ensures that the program never gets boring. On top of all this, the viewers have an opportunity to win 

prizes.  


